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Abstract. The class of r ~ c d l e d  H6non-Hedes systems IS slightly broadened by 
allowing for the existence of non-standard Hamiltomans. The extra parameter m 
the equations of motion is shown to give rise to a generalization of the three knwm 
integrability cases. In addition, three degenerate cajes are detected, charactmized by 
a partial decoupling of the equations Fm these cases, we still obtain two independeat 
first integals, but thek involutiveness c a  only he understood in terms of a non- 
standard Poisson Stmctw. 

1. htzaduetian 

There is a vast literature on case studies of complete integrability of Bamhtonian 
systems in general and of so-called Binon-Beiles systems in particular. For a recent 
revision of the present state of the art and a link between integrable cases of the 
BCnon-Heiles system and a dms of integrable fifth-order PDEs, see Fordy (1991). The 
purpose of this article is to indicate that there are still certain aspects of the problem 
which have bee3 overlooked so far and which lead to a larger class of integrable cases. 
Our case study concerns the following system of second-order ODES, 

(1) 

(2) 

2 2  i~ = -w1 + bql - aq, 

& = -C,P~ - 2mq,q,. 

The original system studied by H6uon and Heiles (1964) corresponds to the case .where 
all parameters are equai to one. Its non-integrability is now well undezstood. In all 
olher ssarches for special parameter values which entail integrability, one has so far n 
priori set m = U .  Thereason for this is very simple: it is the necessary and sufficient 
requiremenh fox the exrstence of a potential function V(p,, qz) such thzt the right-hand 
d e s  of (1) and (2) are of the form --dV/-dq,, and one naturally wants the system to 
be Hamiltonian from the ontset. What is being overlooked, however, is the possible 
existeace of a non-standard Lagrangian or Bamiltonian for the systen., one which 
arises after multiplication of the given set of equations with a non-singular matrix. 
For example, it is easy to verify that for m and a different from zero, the given system 
always admits the mulliplier matrix diag(m, U ) ,  leading to the Lagrangian 

(3) L = ,me: 1 + $ai; - imc,q: + gmb$ - map,pi - aac,pi. 
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Note that a rescaling of the coordinates can bring the given system hack into the 
more familiar form only if we have am > 0. Our sysrem (I), (2), therefore, is a 
generalization of the nsnal Binon-Hdes system and provides the additional option 
of letting one of the coupling parameters be zero (we exclude the triviaily decoupled 
case Q = m = 0) 

Among the various techniques which have been developed in the hunt for integrable 
cases we prefer to use one which will produce the two mdependent firs& integrals in 
the process. First integrals can he constructed via a direct search, as in Grammaticos 
2t ai  (1982) and Leach (1980), or via the study of Hamiltonian symmetries or Noether 
symmetries, as in Fordy (1983) and Sahadevan and Lakshmanau (1986) The latter 
would seem to be excluded here as our extenslon is meant to cover cases where a 
Lagrangian or Hamiltonian 1s not a pnori known. Fortunately, a theory exists which 
can cope exactly with this complicatim and amounts to searching, not for symmetries, 
hut for so-called adjoint symmetries of the given differential equatiora. We refer 
to Sarlet el cl (1987) for the theorv of adJomnt symmetries of antonomous second- 
order equations (the case at hand) end to Sadet ef Q[ (1990) for its extension to 
timedependent systems Whbt we need of this theory in Ihe present context can he 
summarized ?s follows. 

Let r denote the vector field associated with the given system, 1.e r = v,(a/aq,)+ 
f i ( a / ~ w , ) ,  where the functions f, represent the right-hand sides 05 (Ij,(2). An adjoint 
symmetry is a I-form of the type 4 = o,(q,v)dv, + T(a,)dp,, where the leadmg 
coefficients CY, satisfy the set of second-order PDEs, 

which are the adjoints of the equations €or a symmetry vector field of r. Suppose we 
have a EOhtiOn of (d), matching the additional requirement a, = aF/av, for some 
function F. Then, the function L = r(F) is a Lagrangian for the given system in 
the sense that we have the idemit's r(aL/au,) -- aL/aq, z 0. This function is not 
always terribly interesting as a Lagrangian, hecanse it may he of some degenerate 
nature. In particuhn, we s a y  have r ( F j  = 0. in which case F is a first integral. It 
is further important to know that every first integral can be obtained this way. If a 
regular Lagangian is G prron known, then there 18 a map between adjoint symmetries 
and symmetries, which means that we are then essentially talking ahont Noether's 
theorem. In the other event, while Noether's theorem is no longer availahie, the 
adjoint symmetry tediniqile stili survives with the same level of ease (or complexity) 

2. First intepds of degree 2 a d  4 

Having the classical results about the HQnon-Heiles system in mind, we now want 
to explore the existense of two independent, first integrals 3f (1) and (2), which are 
quadratic or at most of degree 4 in the vetocities For the quadratic case, the lead- 
ing coefficients of the corresponding adjoint symmetry will be linear in the velocities. 
Wlth this ansatz, the usual prom of splittmg np equations (4) into the ditTersnt 
parts coming from independent monoria$, gives rise to a set of 20 defining equa- 
tions. These and ail subsequent computations are svaightformrd but tedious, hut 
fortunazely computsr algebra can be of greaG assistance (see later). In the generic case 
(i.e. no special assumptions on the pazameters), only o m  adjoint symmetrv emerges 
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and it produces a first integral which is the Eamiltonian corresponding to (3). In the 
course of the solution process that we followed, we encountered the following list of 
special cmes that needed a separate investigation (often with a considerable number 
of sub-branches). b = ii: b = -2m; b = -m; m = 0; b = -8m/3; a = 0. 3 c 2 -  - e I ;  

b(cl + cz) + Znicl = 3: b = -6m. It is not ruled out, however, that somebody else, 
following a different path of solution, would manage to avoid some oi these suh-cases. 
We will not list all the cases which led to two or more adjoint symmetries, hecause 
these need not always result in two first integrals. So here is a survey of the interesting 
parameter values with the corresponding first integrals. 

I" tl-fav- .-.- ent-rino ~..""-.-~ into - i. Airmssinn ".""l-l ._.. of those "..-~" rennlta _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~ let, __" 11s __ move .... .. 0nt.o -...- the case of first 
integrals of degree 4 in the velocities. With the ansatz that the leading coefficients a, 
of adjoint symmetries this time can he of degree 3, the determining equations ensuing 
from (4) ;.ne already horrendous and tend to make the computer algebra pzckage WO 

have been using run out of memory However, if we concentrate on the generation 
of first integrals, the requirements ai = aF/8u, impose certain relations between the 
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various coefficients of the a, and one can easily deduce further that the coefficients of 
the highest-order terms must be of a certain polynomial nature (as functions of the 
qi ) ,  For example, the coefficient of ulv$ in ul will necessarily have to be a polynomial 
of degree 2 in q1 wiih coefficients which are again polynomial of degree 2 in q2. With 
this extra knowledge built into the starting equations, we were able to master the 
situatioc and we have further reiuced the algehra by investigating this time only the 
caces where nons of the parameters of the nonlinear terms (a, i, or m) are zero. The 
special parameter relations which showed up (in order of appearance) read. b = --m, 
b = - 4 4 3 ;  b = -10m/3; b = -6m; b = -2m; c2 = c 1 ; c 2 - - 4c 1, . U z - - 9c i i  C 1  =%; 
c3 = 16ci; b = -3m/5; b = -16m/5; b = -16m (again with numerous sub-branches 
requiring separate investigaiion). Not surprisingly, only one additional favourable case 
was detected. 

Case 6. 

FI = imvf + ;a,; + Sc2mql + fc2a& + amq,q; + <m3q: 

F2 = $v;+mqlq,u2 + ~ c 2 q 2 v 2  - imq2ulu2 + p 2 q 2  

3 9:% - ZQmq,. 

b = -16m, c1 = 16c, (m # 'I) 

(15) 2 

2 2  2 2  3 1 2  4 - 1  
3mczslqi 

(16) -J.,2 2 4 1 6 

A number of comments and interpretations are in order now. Clearly, cases 1, 2 and 
6 correspond to the three well-known integrability cased of the Hdnon-Heiles system 
which can be found in many publications. One must keep Jn mind, however, tbat we 
a:e still looking at a moce general situation here: the standard cases are recovered for 
the additional requirement m = 61 For an example of an integrable case which has 
not disczssed in the literature so far, we could take cl = c2 = m = 1, b = a = -1. 
The first integral Fl in cas= 1, 2 and 6 is the Bamiltonian corresponding to (3). It is 
easy to verify that the formal relationship between integrable Bhnon-Iieiles systems 
and the stationary flow of a class of integrable fifth-order PRES, as recently discussed 
by Fordy (1991), IS not affected by OUT present extension. 

3. Degenerate cases a d  complete integrabiUihy 

Let us turn now to cases 5 ,  4 and 5,  which, are in some sense, degenerate caser., to 
the best of our knowledge, have not been $iscussed before. Clearly, in each of t,hese 
cases. there is apartial decouphng ofthe given second-order equations (but a nonlinear 
coupling term remains). At first giazce, there is no reason why, for example, the first 
integrels (9) and ('10; would be less vaiuable than Ae two first Integrals of cases 1, 2 or 
6. YsL, there is an important diiferenre, because me apparectly Icst our Hamiltonian, 
the first inlegrals is), (11) and (13; coxrespond in each of these c a s s  to a Hamiltonian 
for the deioupled equation ozly. It is accordin& no longer clear to what extent the 
two first integrals in hhese degenerate cases could be regarded as being in involution. 
CIeariy, if this new question can be resolved, the syrnplectic form (or the Poisson 
bracket) cannot he the standard OF.? and one winid perheps prefer thaf the first 
integra! F2 would take over the role of Harniltonizn. To be precise, we are addreasing 
here the following prohiem: given the first integral Fz, find a non-degenerate %-form 
U, such that 

+ ~ f d F ,  = 0 and dw=O. ( 1 7 )  
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We will sketch how this problem, ah least locally, has a fairly elegant solution for case 
3, the other two cases being similar. 

As a preliminary remark, using the techniques of the so-called inverse problem of 
Lagrangian mechanics, as described, for example, in Sarlet (1982) or Morandi et ai 
(1990), one can verify thac the differential equations for each of these degenerate cases 
do not admit a Lagrangian description. This means that there will be no solution for 
the symplectic form w in (17) with vanishing dui A dv, part It is further known to 
be trinal (.hat, every syst,em c m  locally he caqt mt,o a Hami!t,oni;in form; and one c a . ~  
even do this with a preassigned Hamiltonian as we wish to achieve here. Wri t igw in 
theform$w,,dz,Adx,, whese the z, collectively denote the variables(ql,qz,vl,uz), 
and choosing F2 in accordance with (lo), the algebraic part of (17) gives rise to a set 
of linear equations, whose coefficient matrul has rank 3. We choose to solve the last 
three equations for wiz, w13 and wI4 in terms of wZ3,  wZ4 and w34 Imposing next the 
requirement dw = 0, we end up with the conditions, 

This is a system of four linear PDES for only three unknowns, but one can show 
that formal integrability condidons are satisfied in f ad ,  the whole problem can be 
reduced to finding a particular solution of just one partial differential equation as 
follows. Choosing wZ4 = 0 and putting wz3 = -qI + GX3, the first equation implies 
G,, z - d f / a q z >  wS4 = aflav, for some function f Putting fusther f = v19, lt is 
easy to veriiy that the remaining equations are satisfied, provides g is a particular 
solution of the equation 

In terms o€wch a solution, peyhaps diKicult to construct but certainly ex1st.ing locally, 
a symplectic form with respect to which F, is 2 Hamiltonian for our problem is given 

w = dg A (r(v,) dql- 911 dull + U! dq1 A d¶z - q,(dvi A dy, + dqi Ad%) 

Inverting the coefficieri matrix of this symplectic form, one obtains a Poisson bracket 
structure with respect to which (9) and (10) are in involution. Similar constructions 
can be made for cases 4 and 5. 

by 

4. E)iscmssicn and ouklook for future studies 

The approach we have followed puts the emphasii. on constructing independent first 
integrals of given second order equations without worrying about a possible Hamil- 
toni;an structure from the outset. Involutivmess of these first integrals, as we have 
seen, is an aspect that can he brought iuto the picture at a later stage, if desired An 
iiiteresting quesiron for further study thus emerges 'Is it possible to find criteria for 

In this coniexi, we can announce forthcoming work with E Mart,inez and S F Cariiiena 
&fYing conlp'-:e integ:ab:$&y directly at ?lie lex! of the second.order eqdions?'  
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on a somewhat related question A theory has been developed which enables second- 
order equations to be tested for the mstence of a suitable coordinate system in which 
the equations completely deconple Case 2 is such a separable case and the fact that it 
is siightly broader than the standard case of separability of the HBnon-Heiles system 
actually motivated the present article. 

It is worth observing that our results seem to give mort ground to the suggestion 
of Chang et al  (1982) that more cases of integrability of the HBnon-Heiles system may 
exist Translated to the broader system (1),(2), thew Painlevi analysis would point to 
integrability whenever d- is a rational number Many of the sub-hranches in 
our analysis, which needed separate investigation, actually correspoDd to this profile 
More importantly, the degenerate c a e s  3 and 4 (where b = -2m or b = -2m/5) are 
exactly of tnis type. We know of other examples of such ratios, namely b = -2m/15, 
b = - m i l l ,  b = -3m/5, b = -16m/5, which would certainly turn up jamongothers?) 
if the study of first integrals of degree 4 were completed to include the degenerate case 
a = 0 Maybe the conjecture of Chang et a1 , therefore, is only true if such degenerate 
cases are allowed into the picture A word of caution about the search for higher-order 
invariants is perhaps appropriate here Some authors refexed to before, in trying to 
re4uce the algebra, have restricted the structure of the fourth-degree invariant they 
were looking for by making use of the already known energy integral. One cannot do 
this, however, without loss of generality and they were simply lucky not to miss out a 
case. 

Finally, we would like to describe briefly what kind of computer algebra assistance 
we have beeu abie to use. The first part of the problem in onr approach concerns 
setting up the defining equations for zdjoint symmetries of a second-order system 
REDUCE procedures have been developed by Sarlet and Vanden Eonne (1991) for the 
automation of this process. Once an adjoint symmetry has been found, the same 
package is able t o  test whether it matches the additional requirement for producing a 
Lagrangian or a first integral and will generally automaticaily compute this function. 
The hard part is so!ving the defimng equations. For that problem, one shonid be 
able to exploit the know-how which has been put into various programs for computing 
Lie symmetries of differential eqnations. Unfortunately, not many of these programs 
offer the possibility of entering this process with one's own set of hnear, homogeneous, 
overdetermined PDEs. A very nice program which has such an interface is the b;uM~Th' 
package LIE, developed by Bead (version 2 1, 1990) We used a slightly customized 
version of this program to be abie to detect the special parameter relations which 
require separate investigation. This way, the whole procedure has to be monitored 
much more interactlvely tha? in the original setup, hut it still remains a great tool 
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